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ABSTRACT
Three dimensional building reconstruction is an on going
topic of both computer vision and photogrammetry research.
The aim of this kind of research is to build a digital
reconstruction system which is able to provide a model of
architectural structures. These systems, however, differ from
classical recostruction ones, where a free-form terrain is
modeled by means of simple and parametric surfaces (i.e.
triangulated meshes, NURBs or Beizer surfaces). Here, the
buildings are modeled as a collection of planes and polygonal
indentation and protrusions on these planes.
The problem has been address from several point of
view, according to the primary sensory input. Technics using
epipolar geometry and structure from motion [5], [3] rely on
a set of high resolution images taken from srategic posi-
tions. Some authors used aerial images taken from airborne
vehicles [1]. The buildings are detected with a model based
approach and the 3d structure is inferred by ﬁtting several
planes. To help the 3d recostruction from the aerial images,
some authors propose a combination of images and laser
data [2]. Laser scanner are also used from a terrain vehicle,
like in [4].
In this talk, we present a technique for 3d building
recostruction based on stereo images taken from a ﬂying
helicopter. The images are taken at high frame rate and low
resolution (see ﬁgure 1 for an example). This problem is
more difﬁcult than using images from a camera ﬁxed on the
ground (where the images are taken from the same height,
pitch and roll) or from aerial images (where the image is
used to detect the 2D planar structure and laser or cadastral
data are used for the 3D part).
In our system, we extract feature points from the images.
The points are fully 3D, with 6DOF trasformation among
them. While using an IMU, we are able to reduce the prob-
lem from 6DOF to 4DOF, as we can use the angles provided
by the gyroscopes (pitch and roll). Moreover, we exploit a
prior knowledge of the building. This prior knowledge is
given by means of the number of planes the building is made
and their relations (relative trasformations). By using this
information, we ﬁrst cluster the points according to the plane
they belongs to, and estimate the plane parameters (position
and orientations). When the planes are obtained, we match
the plane to the model to seek for the maximum likelihood
conﬁguration, according to the model. This provides a set of
Fig. 1. Our helicopter (top left) and a snapshot from its camera. In light
blue we show the stereo feature, in dark blue the features with no stereo
correspondence. The yellow line represent the horizon line.
trasformations that are then propagated to the corresponding
points.
Furthermore, once a 3D model is available, we want to
add appearence information in the form of textured planes.
A straightforward solution would be to use all the images and
overimpose them one over the other. However, this produces
a poor result, as the images are taken at different light
conditions. Moreover, most of them are higly overlapping,
so we decide to use only a subset of them. In order to do
this, we cast the problem as a minimum set cover one. while
we seek for the minimum number of images that covers all
the feature points we have extracted.
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